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Abstract—Recent works have shown that joint source-channel
coding (JSCC) schemes using deep neural networks (DNNs),
called DeepJSCC, provide promising results in wireless image
transmission. However, these methods mostly focus on the distor-
tion of the reconstructed signals with respect to the input image,
rather than their perception by humans. However, focusing on
traditional distortion metrics alone does not necessarily result in
high perceptual quality, especially in extreme physical conditions,
such as very low bandwidth compression ratio (BCR) and low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regimes. In this work, we propose
two novel JSCC schemes that leverage the perceptual quality of
deep generative models (DGMs) for wireless image transmission,
namely InverseJSCC and GenerativeJSCC. While the former is
an inverse problem approach to DeepJSCC, the latter is an end-
to-end optimized JSCC scheme. In both, we optimize a weighted
sum of mean squared error (MSE) and learned perceptual image
patch similarity (LPIPS) losses, which capture more semantic
similarities than other distortion metrics. InverseJSCC performs
denoising on the distorted reconstructions of a DeepJSCC model
by solving an inverse optimization problem using the pre-trained
style-based generative adversarial network (StyleGAN). Our
simulation results show that InverseJSCC significantly improves
the state-of-the-art DeepJSCC in terms of perceptual quality in
edge cases. In GenerativeJSCC, we carry out end-to-end training
of an encoder and a StyleGAN-based decoder, and show that
GenerativeJSCC significantly outperforms DeepJSCC both in
terms of distortion and perceptual quality.

Index Terms—Semantic communication, wireless communica-
tion, joint source-channel coding, perceptual similarity, genera-
tive adversarial networks, inverse problems, StyleGAN.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMMUNICATION systems are designed and optimized
to reliably transmit information from one point to another

over noisy communication channels. They consist of three
blocks: an encoder at the transmitter, a noisy channel, and a
decoder at the receiver. In almost all existing communication
systems, the encoding process follows the two-step approach
motivated by Shannon’s separation theorem [1], which de-
composes the transmitter into a source encoder and a channel
encoder. The former removes the redundant information from
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the source to allow reconstruction at the desired quality, while
the latter protects the compressed information against errors
introduced over the wireless channel. Similarly, the receiver
consists of source and channel decoders. Shannon proved
that separate source and channel coding provides theoretical
optimality in the case of infinitely long code blocks. On the
other hand, in practical systems that require source transmis-
sion under extreme latency and bandwidth constraints, it is
known that the separation approach can be highly suboptimal
[2]. Mission-critical applications such as industrial automation,
remote surgery, and autonomous vehicles demand very low
latency with response times measured in milliseconds or even
microseconds [3]–[6]. While 5G standards introduced services
for ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC) mo-
tivated by these use cases, particularly in cases involving the
delivery of high-rate image/video sources, end-to-end latency
is dominated by the time needed for compression and de-
compression of these sources. By combining the compression
and communication into a single transformation, JSCC has the
potential to meet the requirements of these critical applications
in the 6G networks.

Although joint source-channel coding (JSCC) has been
known to achieve better performance than separate source
compression followed by channel coding, practical design of
such joint coding schemes has been a long-standing chal-
lenge. Recently, deep learning (DL) based JSCC methods,
e.g., DeepJSCC, have shown outstanding results due to their
ability to extract complex features from the training data while
incorporating the channel characteristics into their encoding
implicitly [7]–[15]. However, these DL-based JSCC methods
do not focus on the semantic similarities between the source
signal and its reconstruction at the receiver and have mostly
considered the mean squared error (MSE) or structured simi-
larity metrics (SSIM/MS-SSIM) as the end-to-end measure of
distortion, and the loss function for training. On the other hand,
in semantic communications [16], particularly in the context
of image/video transmission, the receiver is not necessarily
interested in reconstructing the original source signal with
minimal distortion. Instead, the receiver may be interested
in some downstream task, such as classification [17], [18],
or retrieval [19], in which case it would be sufficient to
only convey the relevant features of the source signal for the
prescribed task. Alternatively, for extreme image compression
[20], the receiver may be interested in generating an output
with the same distribution as the source signal rather than
its accurate representation. In image compression literature,
this aspect has recently been acknowledged as the perception
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loss, resulting in the rate-distortion-perception trade-off [21].
In general, the perception loss is measured by the divergence
between the source and reconstruction distributions, and can
be minimized in practice using generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [22].

In classical DeepJSCC, the goal is to reconstruct the source
signal, e.g., image, at the receiver with minimum distortion
by jointly optimizing the source and the channel coding via
deep neural networks (DNNs). However, this often results in
a significant loss of perceptual quality for the edge cases. We
overcome this by following a context-aware communication
approach that utilizes style-based generative adversarial net-
work (StyleGAN) generators as well as distortion metrics that
align well with the human perception in our optimizations.

Past works on DeepJSCC train the encoder/decoder net-
works on patches of images from a large dataset, which are
then used and evaluated for the transmission of high-resolution
images from the Kodak dataset [7]–[14]. It has been observed
that the larger and richer the training dataset the better the
performance. On the other hand, the performance improves
further if the statistics of the training dataset match that of
the test images. This is shown in [8] by training and testing
DeepJSCC on satellite images that exhibit a particular statistic,
where the gain from DeepJSCC with respect to conventional
separation-based approaches becomes even more significant.
In our first scenario in this work, we consider a DeepJSCC
encoder/decoder pair trained on a generic training dataset, e.g.,
ImageNet. Later, we are given images from another dataset to
be transmitted wirelessly. We assume that the encoder network
remains the same, but the decoder can deduce the knowledge
of the dataset to improve the perceptual quality of the recon-
structed images. We propose a novel inverse problem approach
for this scenario, called InverseJSCC. InverseJSCC performs
denoising on the distorted reconstructions of DeepJSCC by
solving an unsupervised inverse problem and recovers a high-
quality source image with better perceptual quality. Exploiting
the learned distribution for a particular dataset, e.g., face
images, we use a pre-trained StyleGAN-2 [23] generator,
the SotA architecture for high-quality image generation, to
generate new face images that perceptually match the source
image. While InverseJSCC significantly improves classical
DeepJSCC perceptually, it also allows using any differentiable
encoder/decoder pair to reconstruct the noisy images. We
also show that, unlike DeepJSCC, InverseJSCC does not lose
significant performance when the statistics of the training
dataset do not match that of the test images.

Next, we consider end-to-end training of the encoder and
decoder using the learned distribution. The proposed solution
is called GenerativeJSCC, which is composed of an encoder, a
non-trainable channel, and a decoder that incorporates residual
DNNs and the StyleGAN-2 generator structure. We perform
end-to-end training of the encoder/decoder pair of Genera-
tiveJSCC by optimizing a distortion measure that also takes
perceptual quality into account. Our results show that Gener-
ativeJSCC outperforms classical DeepJSCC in terms of both
traditional distortion metrics (e.g., mean-squared error) and
perceptual similarity metrics that align with human perception
well.

A. Our Contributions

We can summarize the main contributions of this work as
follows:

• We study the wireless image transmission problem by
considering both the end-to-end distortion and the per-
ceptual quality of the reconstructed image. To achieve
realistic high-quality image reconstruction, we employ a
pre-trained generator at the receiver and treat the problem
as an unsupervised image reconstruction problem. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work to study
distortion-perception trade-off in the context of JSCC.

• We first propose InverseJSCC, which uses a pre-trained
GAN generator to invert the wireless communication
problem in an unsupervised manner and improves the per-
ceptual quality of the state-of-the-art (SotA) DeepJSCC
by exploiting the learned distribution of the transmitted
images at the receiver. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first unsupervised inverse problem approach to the
wireless image communication problem.

• We then propose GenerativeJSCC, which is a supervised
end-to-end solution to the wireless image communication
problem using a pre-trained GAN.

• We carry out extensive simulations using ImageNet and
CelebA-HQ datasets and show that InverseJSCC can
help improve the perceptual quality of the reconstructed
images even though the encoder remains the same. On
the other hand, GenerativeJSCC significantly outperforms
the SotA DeepJSCC model in edge cases in terms of both
distortion and perception quality.

II. RELATED WORK

DL techniques for JSCC and its various wireless com-
munication applications have attracted a lot of attention in
the past decade [7]–[14]. The first work employing DNNs
in wireless image transmission, called DeepJSCC, was pro-
posed in [7]. The authors used an autoencoder architecture to
represent a wireless communication system that is composed
of an encoder, a non-trainable channel and a decoder. The
encoder/decoder pair is jointly trained such that the encoder
learns a function that maps the source image directly to con-
tinuous channel inputs and the decoder learns to reconstruct
the image from its noisy observations. They demonstrated in
[7] that DeepJSCC outperforms classical separation schemes
with compression [24] and channel coding [25], and it shows
success in adapting to different source or channel types and
avoiding the cliff effect. DeepJSCC has later been extended
to different channel models [9], [12] as well as to video
transmission [11]. However, previous JSCC approaches mostly
focus on the rate-distortion trade-off in terms of classical pixel-
wise distortion metrics, and often disregard human perception.
In [12], the authors study JSCC combined with orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) to cope with multi-
path fading. The authors adopt a GAN formulation to combine
the MSE loss with the adversarial loss of a discriminator
network, which distinguishes whether the image is original
or generated by the decoder. The generator network of [12]
is jointly trained with the encoder by following the traditional
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adversarial training approach. However, GAN-generated image
quality relies heavily on the range of the generator. The
generator network of [12] cannot achieve the perceptual image
quality of the SotA StyleGAN generator, which follows the
methodology of progressive growing GANs [26], and hence
produces remarkably high-quality images. Moreover, it has
been shown that the traditional distortion metrics, e.g., MSE,
PSNR, and SSIM, also used in [12], are not as successful
in representing human judgments compared to the learned
perceptual image patch similarity (LPIPS) metric [27].

Deep generative models (DGMs) have recently shown im-
mense perceptual quality, which refers to being perceived
by humans as a valid (natural) sample [21]. Therefore, an-
other line of DNN-based JSCC work has utilized well-known
DGMs, such as Variational Autoencoders (VAEs), GANs, and
etc., in wireless image transmission [15], [28]–[30]. The idea
behind these JSCC approaches comes from the similarity
between the wireless communication systems and inverse
problems, in which an unknown signal, image or a multi-
dimensional volume is reconstructed from its observations
[31]. In this analogy, the observations are obtained from a
forward process, e.g., an encoder and a noisy channel, which
are then inverted by a decoder in a supervised manner to re-
construct the original signal. Hence, a wireless communication
system is optimized to learn an identity function such that
the reconstructed message matches the source message. This
supervised inverse problem approach is similar to denoising
autoencoders [32], which was incorporated into the wireless
communication setting in [15]. The authors propose a VAE-
based JSCC scheme for a binary symmetric channel and
a binary erasure channel system, later extended to wiretap
channel scenario by [30]. Despite their exceptional generative
capability, GANs have only been considered in a JSCC scheme
in the context of secure image transmission [29], where
generative adversarial training is used for image reconstruction
at the receiver. Despite utilizing DGMs, these approaches
still do not incorporate the SotA DGM structures into the
wireless communication problem in order to reconstruct high
perceptual quality images.

Unsupervised inverse problems, on the other hand, do not
rely on a matched dataset of the input images and measure-
ments, since the input images are not available at test time
[31]. Instead, they estimate the best potential input image
that goes through the known forward process and matches
with the observed measurements. However, prior assumptions
on the input image distribution, e.g., sparsity assumption
in classical compressed sensing [33] are needed. Pre-trained
DGM-based approaches have recently received great attention
due to their immense capacity of input data representation
[34]–[36]. The first DGM-based inverse problem approach,
called CSGM, was proposed in [34]. The authors solved the
classical compressed sensing problem, i.e., Ax+noise = y, by
assuming that the input image x is in the range of a pre-trained
DGM. Their results show that CSGM outperforms traditional
compressed sensing solutions for denoising, inpainting, and
compressed sensing, when the input image is in the range
of a pre-trained VAE or GAN generator. Later, [35] improved
CSGM by including a regularization term that limits the latent

input of the generator network to a spherical ball. PULSE [35]
also used a pre-trained StyleGAN-2 generator [23]. Another
work that uses GAN priors for inverse problems is proposed
in [36], namely intermediate layer optimization (ILO). As its
name suggests, ILO solves the classical compressed sensing
objective by optimizing the intermediate layers of a pre-trained
StyleGAN-2 generator. The algorithm first applies CSGM to
find the best initialization for the latent input of the GAN
generator, then the objective is optimized by solving projected
gradient descent for each intermediate layer recursively. ILO
[36] significantly outperforms the previous approaches, hence
it is the SotA inverse problem solution that uses GAN priors.
As it can be seen from the mentioned references, in highly
complex machine learning tasks, it is a common practice to use
pre-trained SotA generative models. These models are trained
for extended periods using extensive resources and made open
source for scientific development. Despite their high cost of
training, they are becoming increasingly popular and widely
available as more data and compute resources are becoming
available.

To the best of our knowledge, unsupervised inverse prob-
lems, which show exceptional denoising performance, have
not been studied in the context of wireless communication. For
both supervised and unsupervised methods, there is a demand
in the field to incorporate the generative capabilities of SotA
DGMs into wireless image transmission problems.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider a communication scenario in which a user
wants to reliably transmit a source signal from one point to
another over a noisy channel. Our goal is to maximize the
semantic similarity between the source and the reconstructed
signals at the receiver while minimizing the distortion caused
by the channel. We measure the semantic similarity using
the perceptual quality metric LPIPS introduced in [27]. In
[27], the authors argue that LPIPS is a distortion measure
that better aligns with human perception than the typical
pixel-wise metrics. We consider a transmitter that maps the
source vector x ∈ Rm into a vector of complex-valued
channel input symbols z ∈ Ck by an encoding function
f : Rm → Ck, where m and k are source and channel
bandwidth, respectively. We define the BCR as

ρ =
k

m
, (1)

which represents the level of compression applied to the source
signal. In the case of an image source, the input size would
be m = H × W × C, where H,W , and C are the height,
width, and color dimensions of the source image. An average
transmit power constraint P̄ is imposed at the output of the
encoder before the signal is transmitted through the channel,
such that

1

k
Ez[∥z∥22] ≤ P̄ , (2)

where the expectation is over the distribution of the encoded
signal. The power constraint is implemented at the immediate
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output of the encoder by normalizing the encoded signal
according to:

z =
√
kP̄

z̃√
z̃H z̃

, (3)

where z̃ is the input to the final normalization at the output of
the encoder, and H refers to the Hermitian transpose. The nor-
malized encoded signal z is transmitted over the noisy channel
that applies a random corruption function η : Ck → Ck that
turns z into the corrupted signal ẑ. The transfer function of
the AWGN channel is

η(z, σ2) = z+ nC , (4)

where the channel noise vector nC is sampled in an inde-
pendent identically distributed (i.i.d.) manner from a circu-
larly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution, i.e., nC ∼
CN (0, σ2Ik×k), and σ2 is the channel noise power known by
both the transmitter and the receiver. Accordingly, the channel
SNR is defined as

SNR = 10 log10
P̄

σ2
dB. (5)

The noisy channel output is observed by the receiver, which
then decodes it to an approximate reconstruction x̂ ∈ Rm
of the source signal by a decoding function g : Ck → Rm.
Our problem employs the AWGN channel model, with the
assumption that the channel model and SNR are known to
both the transmitter and the receiver.

The entire pipeline is optimized by jointly designing the
encoder and the decoder functions such that the average
distortion between the original source x and its reconstruction
x̂ at the output of the receiver is minimum:

min
f,g

Ep(x,x̂)
[
d(x, x̂)

]
, (6)

where p(x, x̂) is the joint distribution of the source and its
reconstruction, and d(x, x̂) can be any measure. In a typical
communication scheme, compression schemes usually try to
minimize the distortion at any given bit rate, for instance,
by minimizing the MSE or maximizing the PSNR, SSIM,
etc. However, typical distortion measures do not necessarily
imply high perceptual quality; in fact, minimizing the dis-
tortion might reduce the perceptual quality [21]. Therefore,
throughout this paper, we focus on a distortion measure that
takes both perceptual and pixel-wise similarities into account.
Fig. 1 illustrates a simplified diagram of the communication
system considered herein.

In the following section, we propose two JSCC schemes
that effectively minimize the distortion between the source
signal and its reconstruction, while maximizing perceptual
generation quality with the help of DGMs. Inspired by the
SotA DL-based JSCC approaches [7], [9]–[11], we consider
DNN-based encoder/decoder pairs that also benefit from the
generative capabilities of DGMs in both approaches. The first
scheme can be considered as an inverse problem approach to
the optimization (6), in which the encoder/decoder functions
f and g are fixed and a high-quality approximation of x is
recovered from reconstructions x̂ using DGMs. In the second
scheme, given x, Eqn. (6) is minimized by jointly optimizing
f and g in a supervised manner.

Encoder
  

Decoder  Noisy 
Channel 

  

Fig. 1. Communication system with joint source-channel coding.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Recently proposed CNN-based approaches to JSCC [7]–
[11] are based on the autoencoder architecture and have
focused on the end-to-end distortion between the source and
the reconstructed image. The encoder and decoder functions,
f and g, are modeled as DNNs, which are jointly trained. The
goal of the encoder is to transform the source image to a form
that can be conveyed through the channel; that is, it satisfies
the power and bandwidth constraints. The decoder aims at
reversing the impact of the encoder as well as the channel on
the input image. However, these works did not consider the
perceptual quality of the reconstructed images.

A GAN-based distortion measure is considered in [12], but
their decoder acts as the generator directly, which is trained as
part of the encoder/decoder pair. In contrast, our work takes
advantage of the outstanding generative performance of pre-
trained SotA GANs as well as distortion metrics that align
with human visual judgment in order to obtain high perceptual
quality reconstructions. Firstly, in InverseJSCC, we improve
the classical DeepJSCC model by inverting the communication
pipeline with the help of a GAN generator by exploiting the
learned statistics of the source images at the receiver. This
requires solving an inverse problem, in which the forward
operator to be inverted is represented by the encoder-channel-
decoder architecture from [11]. In a sense, we optimize the
input of the generator model to produce a certain image;
that is, we find a latent vector, whose output transmitted by
the DeepJSCC encoder through the channel and reconstructed
by the DeepJSCC decoder, gives the observed reconstruction.
InverseJSCC significantly improves the performance of SotA
DeepJSCC schemes perceptually in cases where the training
dataset statistics of the encoder/decoder pair match with the
test dataset, as well as those that do not. On the other
hand, in GenerativeJSCC, we propose an end-to-end training
scheme for JSCC which consists of an encoder, a non-trainable
channel, and a GAN-based decoder.

A. Inverse Problem Approach to Semantic Communications

In this section, we introduce InverseJSCC as an unsuper-
vised improvement on the DeepJSCC approach by treating the
end-to-end reconstruction by DeepJSCC as the FP, and model
the reconstruction of the source image with better perceptual
quality as an inverse problem. More specifically, InverseJSCC
treats the reconstructions at the receiver as the measurements,
obtained by an unknown data sample going through a typically
non-invertible forward process (FP). Inverse problems can be
formalized as follows [31],

y = A(x) + nA, (7)
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Joint  
Source-Channel

Encoder
  

Joint  
Source-Channel

Decoder  

Noisy  
Channel 

  

Forward Operator 

Fig. 2. DeepJSCC model as the forward operator A, where η is the AWGN
channel function, G(·) is the generator network of a GAN, and w is the latent
vector input to the generator.

where A is the forward operator, an approximate representa-
tion of FP, and nA is an additive noise. Alternatively, non-
additive noise can be considered in a more general model,
i.e., y = N (A(x)) for the noise distribution N (·). It is
important to note that the FP and the forward operator A are
not necessarily identical, in fact, the FP is often a black box
and the forward operator is an approximate model of FP. A
typical inverse problem can be solved by minimizing the loss
function

MSE(A(x),y) = ∥A(x)− y∥22 (8)

with respect to x with the help of prior assumptions on x.
In our communication setting, the source signal x goes

through the encoder, channel, and decoder of the SotA Deep-
JSCC model in [11]. We assume that the FP is only one
realization of the DeepJSCC model. We have the knowledge of
channel statistics, but not the noise realizations. Therefore, the
FP is only partially known due to the stochastic channel noise.
Our goal is to invert the FP and reconstruct the source signal
x from the observations x̂ with high perceptual quality. We
model the encoder and the decoder functions of the DeepJSCC
model [11], i.e., fθ and gϕ, as DNNs parameterized by θ and
ϕ, respectively. Then, we represent our forward operator A as
a non-linear process with AWGN noise function η, i.e.,

y = A(x, η) (9)

= gϕ(η(fθ(x), σ
2)) (10)

= x̂. (11)

Extreme physical conditions, such as very low BCR or
very low SNR in the communication pipeline introduce high
distortion in the signal reconstructed by DeepJSCC, x̂. This
might lead to significant loss of semantic similarity between
the original signal and the reconstruction, especially when the
source data distribution is complex and high dimensional (e.g.,
high-quality images or videos). In classical signal reconstruc-
tion methods, some prior knowledge about the properties of x,
such as sparsity, dictionary, or geometric properties, are used
to minimize the loss (8) effectively. Here, our assumption is
that the distribution of our input signal, i.e., images from a
certain dataset, is in the range of a GAN generator function
G : Rq → Rm, which is parameterized by DNNs trained on
the same context as the input distribution. In general, DGMs
have recently demonstrated unprecedented visual results for
image generation and have been shown to represent complex-
high dimensional distributions in inverse problems success-
fully [31], [34], [36]. Primary examples for DGMs are VAEs
[37], Diffusion Models [38] and GANs [39]. In this paper,
we use the StyleGAN-2 [23] generator in the InverseJSCC

Pre-trained 
Generator 

Forward Operator

 

Inverse-JSCC

Fig. 3. InverseJSCC scheme applied to the signal reconstructed by the
DeepJSCC encoder/decoder pair in an unsupervised way.

approach to the semantic communication problem defined in
Section III.

In InverseJSCC, we are inspired by a general inverse
problem approach called intermediate layer optimization (ILO)
[36], which utilizes a pre-trained StyleGAN-2 generator for
various inverse problems. Although we are mainly interested
in high-quality face images, the same ideas can be applied to
other domains. Here, ILO solves an inverse problem objective
by adaptively changing the StyleGAN-2 layer to be optimized,
moving from the initial latent vector to intermediate layers
closer to the output. We solve a slightly modified optimization
problem:

min
w,nG

λ1∥A(G(w,nG), η)− x̂∥22 + λ2L(A(G(w,nG), η), x̂)

+ λ3R(w, x̂, G,nG), (12)

where G(·) is the pre-trained generator network, and w and
nG are the latent input and the noise vector of the generator,
respectively. While the latent vector controls the style parts of
the generated image, the noise fed to the generator determines
the high-resolution details. L(·) is the LPIPS loss function that
uses VGG [27], and R is the regularization loss defined by

R = λ4L(G(w,nG), x̂) + λ5GEO(w). (13)

Here, GEO(·) is the geodesic distance which represents the
shortest path between two points on a curved surface. This
term regularizes the deviation of the latent vector w. Unlike
in ILO, we use an additional LPIPS regularization term that
helps make sure that the generator output does not divert far
from the reconstructed input perceptually.

Recall that the forward operator A is the DeepJSCC model
in Fig. 2, which includes a pre-trained encoder/decoder pair
(fθ, gϕ) and the channel model η(·, σ2), and is a partial
description of the FP due to the stochasticity of the channel.
Fig. 3 shows the InverseJSCC scheme that reconstructs x from
its distorted measurements x̂ with the help of the pre-trained
generator. The forward operator A can be trained on any
dataset regardless of the source dataset, whereas StyleGAN-
2 generator G is pre-trained on the same context data as
the source dataset. The generator G can be decomposed into
multiple layers as

G = G4 ◦G3 ◦G2 ◦G1, where


G1 : Rq → Rt1

G2 : Rt1 → Rt2

G3 : Rt2 → Rt3

G4 : Rt3 → Rm.

(14)
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(b) Joint source-channel decoder gϕ
Fig. 4. DNN architecture of (a) the encoder and (b) the decoder of the forward operator A.

Similarly to ILO, the optimization in (12) is performed
over w and nG. The optimized latent vector w∗, which is
the input to the first layer of the generator G1, is used for
the intermediate latent representation of the input to G2, i.e.,
ŵ = G1(w

∗). This recursive optimization continues until the
intermediate latent inputs are optimized for all the intended
number of layers. The noise vector nG, on the other hand, is
optimized up to a pre-determined layer. Note that the weights
of the pre-trained A and G functions are fixed, and only the
latent input and noise vectors are optimized.

InverseJSCC has the same encoder/decoder structure used
for the key frame structure in [11], which is shown in Fig.
4. We also incorporate the same residual blocks, attention
modules, and attention feature (AF) modules proposed in [14].
AF module allows training a single model that works for
a range of SNRs by randomly choosing the channel SNR
during training and providing the AF modules with the current
SNR. A single model trained with AF modules is shown by
[14] to perform as well as the models trained for each SNR
individually. This is further extended to an OFDM and MIMO
channels in [40] and [41], respectively. Moreover, StyleGAN-
2 generator structure and the recursive optimization of the
intermediate latent vectors are the same as ILO [36]. We apply
our own objective as well as the forward operator as shown
in Eqn. (12) and Fig. 3.

Our forward operator A lies within the class of non-
linear and stochastic forward operators in the inverse problem
taxonomy [31], which is only partially known during test
time due to the stochastic noise function η. The novelty of
our InverseJSCC approach is that inverse problem solution
has not been considered in the context of wireless com-
munication, and partially known forward operators have not
been investigated in this context yet. In the numerical results
section, we show for the image domain that InverseJSCC
provides perceptually high-quality images that better preserve
the semantics of the source image despite communication
over the noisy channel. This is achieved by exploiting the

remarkable representation quality that DGMs have achieved
in the image domain in the past few years. In particular,
the improvements that InverseJSCC provides compared to
DeepJSCC become more significant as the physical condition
of the channel deteriorates. Moreover, we also show in Section
V that InverseJSCC allows transferability by generating high-
quality images even though the forward operator is trained
on a different dataset. This is due to the fact that the inverse
problem approach is based on successfully inverting the FP
with the help of function A, which gives the flexibility to use
various forward operators.

B. End-to-end Semantic Communication

InverseJSCC, presented in the previous section, improves
the perceptual quality of a pre-trained DeepJSCC by exploiting
the generative capability of a pre-trained GAN. Moreover,
it allows flexibility to use encoder/decoder pairs trained on
datasets that are not the test set, since it solves an inverse
problem, which is only sensitive to the forward operator A.
On the other hand, in a scenario where we can train the
whole encoder/decoder structure with the same dataset as the
test dataset, the best approach would indeed be training an
encoder/decoder pair in a supervised way. While InverseJSCC
solves an optimization problem over the layers of the gen-
erator network in test time, the alternative GenerativeJSCC
approach involves an end-to-end optimization during training,
not testing.

Similarly to InverseJSCC, our goal in the end-to-end design
is to maximize the semantic similarity of the reconstructed
signal to the source image while also retaining its perceptual
quality in the presence of extreme channel conditions. Accord-
ingly, the GenerativeJSCC scheme is an end-to-end strategy
based on jointly training the encoder and the decoder functions
represented by DNNs parameterized by θ and ψ. The source
image x is sent to the encoding function fθ, which has the
same structure as shown previously in Fig. 4a, and normalized
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Fig. 5. DNN architecture of the decoder function gψ of GenerativeJSCC.

by (3) at the last layer to satisfy the power constraint. Then
encoded signal z is transmitted over the AWGN channel with
the transfer function (4). The receiver observes the corrupted
signal ẑ, and decodes it into an approximation of the source
signal as follows:

x̂ = gψ(η(fθ(x), σ
2)), (15)

where the decoding function gψ is represented by a DNN with
parameters ψ. As we mentioned in the previous section, AF
modules allow end-to-end training of a model that can be
adapted for a range of channel SNRs. The current SNR is
known by the encoder and the decoder, and it is provided to
the AF modules of both models.

In GenerativeJSCC, we employ a weighted distortion metric
as follows:

min
fθ,gψ

γ1∥x− x̂∥22 + γ2L(x, x̂), (16)

where γ1 and γ2 are the weights of the MSE and LPIPS
loss L(·). Here, we impose our requirement to maximize
the semantic content of the source at the reconstruction by
measuring it with the learned perception, i.e., LPIPS, and
optimizing it together with MSE. Finally, given the distortion
metric defined by Eqn. (16) between the original source
signal and its reconstruction, the network weights (θ, ψ) are
updated via backpropagation with respect to the gradient of
the distortion.

We focus on the transmission of face images when designing
the GenerativeJSCC architecture. While we use the same
structure shown in Fig. 4a for the encoder, we propose a novel
decoder structure that uses the StyleGAN-2 [23] generator
architecture, and residual blocks introduced in [11] as well
as AF modules.

The GenerativeJSCC decoder contains residual networks
and the StyleGAN-2 generator that accepts two types of inputs:
(1) the mapped latent vector L, which determines the style
parts of the generated image, and (2) the stochastic noise
N , which is typically drawn from a normal distribution and
determines the high-resolution details. We model our decoder
such that the noisy signal at the receiver input is transformed
into the noise vector N and the initial latent vector L̃, which is
then mapped to L by a multi-layer linear network with Leaky
ReLU activation. Fig. 5 shows the decoder architecture in more

detail. While the channel output ẑ goes through the attention
modules, AF modules and residual blocks introduced in [11];
the output of each residual block is split into three parts.
The first split is followed by a global average pooling and a
projection function Pl: a 1×1 convolution that produces parts
of the initial latent vector L̃. The second branch directly goes
to a projection Pn: a 1×1 convolution that is used to produce
the noise vector in the form of single channel images. The third
split is followed by the next residual block. Then, the pro-
jections are concatenated as L̃ = Concat{Pl1 , Pl2 , . . . , Pl8}
and as N = Concat{Pn1

, Pn2
, . . . , Pn8

}, where subscripts
represent the order of the intermediate layer outputs. Finally,
the initial latent vector is mapped to the latent vector L, and
it is fed to the generator together with the noise vector to
generate high-resolution face images. Note that the weights of
the StyleGAN-2 generator are fixed during the training of the
encoder/decoder pair of GenerativeJSCC.

We use a two-stage training scheme for learning the latent
vector and the noise to maximize the perceptual quality of the
reconstructions. The first stage only involves the reconstruction
from the latent vector and disables learning of the noise maps.
The second stage fine-tunes the model by training the layers
learning the noise maps, which improves the details of the
generated images. We implement this strategy by end-to-end
training the model with the same learning rate for the Pℓ layers
and the backbone of the model, whereas we do not train the
Pn layers initially. In the second stage, we train all layers of
the model but we adjust the learning rate of the Pn layers to
the initial learning rate of the backbone, whereas the learning
rate for the backbone and Pℓ is divided by 100.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present our experimental results to
demonstrate and compare the performance of InverseJSCC
and GenerativeJSCC. Both schemes are tested over an AWGN
channel with the transfer function (4), while the generator
network refers to StyleGAN-2 generator. StyleGAN-2 was
trained on 70000 high-quality PNG images from the Flickr-
Faces-HQ (FFHQ) dataset at a resolution of 1024x1024 over
a week using eight Tesla V100 GPUs. We also use 512× 512
CelebA-HQ dataset [26], which consists of 30000 high-quality
celebrity images, and a subset of ImageNet dataset with
1050000 samples of size 256 × 256. Both datasets are split
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as 8 : 1 : 1 for training, validation, and testing, respectively.
Our forward model A, DeepJSCC, is trained on the CelebA-
HQ dataset over 18 hours using four NVIDIA GeForce RTX
3090 GPUs.

A. Performance Metrics

We consider various metrics to measure the distortion be-
tween the generated images and the input image throughout the
numerical results: peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR), multi-
scale structural similarity index measure (MS-SSIM) and
LPIPS. They are defined as follows:

PSNR(x, x̂) = 10 log10

( 2552

MSE(x, x̂)

)
dB. (17)

MS-SSIM(x, x̂)

= [lM (x, x̂)]αM
M∏
j=1

[cj(x, x̂)]
βj [sj(x, x̂)]

γj , (18)

where

lM (x, x̂) =
2µxµx̂ + c1
µ2
x + µ2

x̂ + c1
, (19)

cj(x, x̂) =
2σxσx̂ + c2
σ2
x + σ2

x̂ + c2
, (20)

sj(x, x̂) =
σxx̂ + c3

σx + σx̂ + c3
. (21)

Here, µx, σ
2
x, σ

2
x,x̂ are the mean and variance of x, and the

covariance between x and x̂, respectively. Moreover, αM , βj
and γj are the weights of the components; while c1, c2 and
c3 are coefficients for numeric stability. Subscript j represents
different downsampling scale of {x, x̂}. Similar to [11], we
use the default parameters for (αM , βj , γj) in the original
paper [42]. MS-SSIM has been shown to approximate human
visual perception well on various image and video databases.

LPIPS loss was proposed to measure the perceptual simi-
larity loss between two images [27], and it has been shown
to match human perception well. It essentially computes the
similarity between the activations of two image patches for
some pre-defined network, such as VGG or AlexNet. Note
that, a lower LPIPS score is better since it means that image
patches are perceptually more similar.

B. InverseJSCC Results

We consider the scenario in which the channel SNR is in
the range [−5, 5] dB while the BCR is ρ = {0.0013, 0.0052}.
The DeepJSCC model reconstructs source images with high
distortion due to the extreme physical conditions considered
in this scenario. Note that the DeepJSCC models used as
forward operators here are trained by optimizing the objective
d(x, x̂) = MSE(x, x̂)+LPIPS(x, x̂). Our goal is to achieve a
better perception quality in the reconstructed images without
sacrificing the distortion performance with respect to the ex-
isting alternatives. Here, we follow an unsupervised approach
and apply InverseJSCC to the distorted reconstructions at the
output of the DeepJSCC decoder.

Fig. 6. LPIPS loss between the source and the reconstructed image w.r.t.
channel SNR for DeepJSCC (trained with CelebA-HQ), InverseJSCC (A is
trained with CelebA-HQ), DeepJSCC (trained with ImageNet) and Inverse-
JSCC (A is trained with ImageNet) for ρ = {0.0013, 0.0052}.

We represent both the FP and the forward operator A of
InverseJSCC with the SotA DeepJSCC architecture shown in
Fig. 4. However, they are not identical due to the stochastic
channel noise. We perform experiments for two major cases:
First, each encoder/decoder pair representing the FP and A is
pre-trained with CelebA-HQ dataset for the given ρ and SNR
values, and the InverseJSCC is tested against the same dataset.
In the second case, the FP and the forward operator A are
both pre-trained with ImageNet dataset, and the InverseJSCC
is tested against the CelebA-HQ dataset.

All DeepJSCC models are trained for SNRTrain ∈
{−5,−4, . . . , 4, 5} dB using PyTorch framework [43]. To train
the encoder and decoder networks of the FP and the forward
operator A, we utilize Adam optimizer [37] with β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.99 and an initial learning rate lr = 0.0001, which is
multiplied by a factor 0.8 when the validation error does not
improve in 4 epochs. We also set λ1 = 1, λ2 = 1, λ = 1 and
λ5 = 0.01 as given in ILO, and we selected λ4 = 0.1.

Fig. 6 shows the performances of DeepJSCC and Inverse-
JSCC models in terms of LPIPS loss with respect to channel
SNR (dB). The top plot depicts the results for ρ = 0.0013 and
the bottom for ρ = 0.0052. “DeepJSCC, CelebA-HQ” and
“DeepJSCC, ImageNet” represent the encoder/decoder pairs
with the structure shown in Fig. 4 and trained with CelebA-HQ
and ImageNet datasets, respectively. “InverseJSCC, CelebA-
HQ” and “InverseJSCC, ImageNet” represent our proposed
method described in Fig. 3 with the forward operators trained
with CelebA-HQ and ImageNet datasets, respectively. These
models represent the FP’s and A’s of the two major cases we
described above. In Fig. 6, smaller LPIPS loss implies better
perceptual similarity between the ground-truth and the gener-
ated images in the presented schemes. As expected, we observe
better LPIPS score for both DeepJSCC and InverseJSCC
models when the encoder/decoder networks are trained and
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(a) Original images from the CelebA-HQ dataset.

(b) First row: Reconstructions by DeepJSCC(CelebA-HQ), Second row: InverseJSCC(CelebA-HQ), Third row:
DeepJSCC(ImageNet) and Fourth row: InverseJSCC(ImageNet), respectively, for SNR= 1.

(c) First row: Reconstructions by DeepJSCC(CelebA-HQ), Second row: InverseJSCC(CelebA-HQ), Third row:
DeepJSCC(ImageNet) and Fourth row: InverseJSCC(ImageNet), respectively, for SNR= 5.

Fig. 7. Original and reconstructed CelebA-HQ images, when DeepJSCC model and the forward operator A of InverseJSCC are trained on ImageNet for
ρ = 0.0013 and SNR = {1, 3, 5}. Inverse problem solution in InverseJSCC allows A trained with a different dataset.
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tested with the CelebA-HQ dataset. However, in both cases,
InverseJSCC improves the perceptual similarity (measured by
LPIPS) of the reconstructed images by the DeepJSCC model
significantly, even when there is a domain mismatch.

The noteworthy effect of InverseJSCC on the reconstructed
images can be seen in Fig. 7 clearly. Fig. 7a shows the ground-
truth images from CelebA-HQ test-set; Fig.7b and Fig.7c
both show the reconstructed images at the output of Deep-
JSCC (trained with CelebA-HQ), InverseJSCC (A is trained
with CelebA-HQ), DeepJSCC (trained with ImageNet) and
InverseJSCC (A is trained with ImageNet) from top to bottom
when the channel SNR is 1 dB and 5 dB, respectively. The
facial details introduced by InverseJSCC crucially improve the
perceptual quality of the images reconstructed by DeepJSCC.
Hence, the generated images look as realistic as the ground
truth. Moreover, InverseJSCC generates considerably higher
quality face images even when the available encoder/decoder
networks are trained on a different domain, i.e., ImageNet.
This can be attributed to two reasons: (1) InverseJSCC inverts
the FP regardless of its training set, and (2) the source
distribution is in the range of the StyleGAN-2 generator,
therefore, the G(·) function is able to generate realistic-looking
face images that also look similar to the ground-truth.

C. GenerativeJSCC Results

Here again, we consider the channel with SNR [−5, 5]
dB and the BCR of ρ = {0.0013, 0.0052}. We jointly train
the encoder, fθ, and the decoder, gψ , of the GenerativeJSCC
model with CelebA-HQ dataset by optimizing the weighted
sum of MSE and LPIPS losses between the ground-truth and
the generated images (16). As before, we train the networks
for a range of SNR utilizing the attention modules, i.e.,
SNRTrain ∈ {−5,−4, . . . , 4, 5} dB, using PyTorch and Adam
optimizer with the same parameters as in Section V-B.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison between DeepJSCC and
GenerativeJSCC in terms of average LPIPS loss, MS-SSIM
and PSNR with respect to channel SNR (dB). We observe
that, for lower BCR, GenerativeJSCC outperforms DeepJSCC
not only in terms of perceptual quality but also in terms of
pixel-wise distortion. Considering that both models are trained
to optimize the same objective given in (16), this shows
the superior reconstructing capabilities of GenerativeJSCC
through our novel decoder architecture. On the other hand,
GenerativeJSCC outperforms DeepJSCC only in terms of
perceptual similarity loss LPIPS in the larger BCR regime.
This is in line with our claim that generative models in JSCC
provide higher perceptual quality; and thus, more semantic
similarity, than pixel-wise similarity, particularly in the edge
cases with highly limited bandwidth and power resources.

We show a visual comparison between the reconstructed im-
ages from both models in Fig. 9. When the channel SNR is as
low as −5 dB, the performance difference between DeepJSCC
and GenerativeJSCC is much more evident. This shows that
the GAN-based decoder of GenerativeJSCC generates higher
quality images for human perception, whereas DeepJSCC
output distorts facial attributes significantly. As the channel
SNR increases to 5 dB, the image quality difference between

(a) LPIPS loss versus SNR.

(b) MS-SSIM versus SNR.

(c) PSNR versus SNR.
Fig. 8. Performance comparison between DeepJSCC and GenerativeJSCC in
terms of (a) LPIPS, (b) MS-SSIM and (c) PSNR metrics w.r.t channel SNR
for ρ = {0.0013, 0.0052}.

two models becomes less obvious, however, GenerativeJSCC
still captures the image color and face details impressively
better than DeepJSCC.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented two DL-based JSCC schemes
that incorporate SotA DGMs to improve the perceptual quality
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(a) Original images from the CelebA-HQ dataset.

(b) Reconstructions by DeepJSCC and GenerativeJSCC, respectively, for SNR= −5.

(c) Reconstructions by DeepJSCC and GenerativeJSCC, respectively, for SNR= −1.

(d) Reconstructions by DeepJSCC and GenerativeJSCC, respectively, for SNR= 5.

Fig. 9. Original and reconstructed CelebA-HQ images by DeepJSCC and GenerativeJSCC models for ρ = 0.0013 and SNR = {−5,−1, 5}.

of reconstructed images. Both approaches are proposed to
tackle edge cases such as low bandwidth and low channel
SNR, in which the conventional DeepJSCC scheme typically
results in reconstructed images with poor perceptual quality.
Our first scheme, InverseJSCC, takes a novel inverse problem
approach to the wireless image transmission problem, and
improves the classical DeepJSCC scheme by recovering the
source image with the help of a StyleGAN-2 generator. It
maximizes the semantic similarity between the input and the
generated images in terms of the LPIPS metric, which is

widely accepted to capture human perception well. Addition-
ally, InverseJSCC performs considerably well when there is
a mismatch between the image distributions in training and
inference times. Our second approach, GenerativeJSCC, is an
end-to-end scheme consisting of an encoder, a non-trainable
channel, and a StyleGAN-based decoder. Our results show that
GenerativeJSCC outperforms DeepJSCC in terms of percep-
tual quality metrics learned from human judgments, as well
as the distortion metrics used in classical communications.
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